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AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPIESIN NUCLEAR FRAGMENTATIONA. D¡browska, M. Szarska, A. Trzupek, W. Wolterand B. WosiekHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived April 17, 2002)The direted and ellipti �ow of fragments emitted from the exitedprojetile nulei has been observed for 158AGeV Pb ollisions with thelead and plasti targets. For omparison the �ow analysis has been per-formed for 10.6AGeV Au ollisions with the emulsion target. The strongdireted �ow of heaviest fragments is found. Light fragments exhibit di-reted �ow opposite to that of heavy fragments. The ellipti �ow for allmultiply harged fragments is positive and inreases with the harge of thefragment. The observed �ow patterns in the fragmentation of the projetilenuleus are pratially independent of the mass of the target nuleus andthe ollision energy. Emission of fragments in nulear multifragmentationshows similar, although weaker, �ow e�ets.PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 29.40.Rg1. IntrodutionThe study of azimuthal anisotropy of harged partile emission from highenergy nulear ollisions has attrated a lot of interest from both experimen-talists and theorists. Suh study should reveal whether the produed mat-ter behaves olletively due to the ompression e�ets existing in the initialstage of the ollision. The olletive �ow observables may arry informationabout the degree of equilibration attained during the system evolution, onthe nulear equation of state and should re�et the spatial anisotropy of theollision zone in non-entral nuleus�nuleus ollisions [1�4℄Data analysis at low and intermediate energies onentrated on the deter-mination of the diretion of longitudinal �ow. At ultra-relativisti energiesthis �ow diretion oinides with the ollision axis and, therefore, the searhfor the olletive e�ets should be performed in the transverse diretion, inthe plane orthogonal to the ollision axis. Suh studies have been performed(1949)



1950 A. D¡browska et al.for nuleus�nuleus data from AGS [5, 6℄ and SPS [7, 8℄ aelerators, andreently also for Au+Au ollisions at RHIC energy [9�11℄. They onen-trated on the searh for azimuthal anisotropies in the emission of produedpartiles.The analysis presented in this paper is foused on the searh for olle-tive �ow e�ets in the emission of fragments from the exited Pb projetilenuleus in Pb interations with heavy and light nulear targets at the energyof 158AGeV. The data will be ompared to the results obtained at lowerenergy, for Au ollisions with the emulsion target at 10.6AGeV.2. Experimental dataThe data were obtained from the EMU13 emulsion hambers exposed tothe Pb beam from SPS at CERN. Emulsion hambers, used in the EMU13experiment, were omposed of lead target foils and thin emulsion plates in-terleaved with spaers of varied thiknesses. Details of emulsion hambersused in this experiment as well as irradiation onditions an be found else-where [12�14℄. A unique set-up of the emulsion hambers enabled preisemeasurements of emission angles and harges of all forward going partiles.Sanning for minimum bias Pb+Pb and Pb+(C5H4O2) (plasti base ofemulsion plates) interations was done under the mirosope in the upperpart of the emulsion hambers. Details of sanning for Pb interations anbe found in [12℄. This sanning was ine�ient in �nding very peripheralollision events, in whih a single nulear fragment is emitted whose harge isnot very di�erent from that of the primary Pb nuleus. In order to avoid thissanning bias, the present analysis is restrited to the events haraterizedby the harge hange �Z = Zp � Z1 > 14, for whih our sanning was100% e�ient (Zp denotes the harge of the projetile nuleus and Z1 isthe harge of the heaviest fragment in an event). The samples of suhseleted events will be referred to as semi-inlusive samples. The above �Zriterion was ful�lled by 435 Pb+Pb interations and 484 Pb+PL1 ollisions.For Pb+PL ollisions the seleted sample orresponds to 56% of the totalharge hanging nulear ross-setion. The sample of semi-inlusive Pb+Pbinterations represents 64% of the total harge hanging nulear ross-setionand inludes the events of both eletromagneti and nulear origin [15℄.The �ow analysis onerns partiles emitted in the projetile frag-mentation region whih is de�ned by the ut in the polar emission angle,��3:8 mrad (� = � ln tan �=2 � 6:26=�frag). In this forward one multiplyharged fragments are haraterized by their harges, Z. All singly hargedpartiles ontained in this one are referred to as singly harged spetators.1 In this paper we will use an abbreviation (PL) to denote the PLasti (C5H4O2) target.



Azimuthal Anisotropies in Nulear Fragmentation 1951We also extend the analysis to larger emission angles, �frag �1� � < �frag,where singly harged relativisti partiles will be alled �pions�, althoughthey may represent a mixture of produed pions and partiipant protons.In the plane (x; y) perpendiular to the ollision axis (z), the trak o-ordinate measurements were made with the preision of about 0.2 �m overa distane of about 20 m along the z-axis. Consequently, the auray ofthe measured trak opening angles (�; ') is mainly determined by the uner-tainty in the event axis, i.e. the diretion of the primary nuleus. For everyevent, the beam position in the plane perpendiular to the ollision axis wasde�ned as harge weighted enter of the trak oordinates. Fragments withZ � 10 were used to alulate the harge weighted enter. For events withthe harge of the heaviest fragment smaller than 10, the enter was alu-lated from all multiply harged fragments. All multiply and singly hargedfragments were used for evaluating the beam enter in events with at mostsingle Z = 2 fragment.The data for gold nulei ollisions with the EMulsion (EM) target(Au+EM) at 10.6AGeV from the E868 experiment at AGS [16�18℄, usedfor omparison, were seleted by the same riterion �Z > 14. The seletedsample orresponds to 75% of most entral events of nulear origin. Thefragmentation region is de�ned by the �frag = 4:4 [18℄. The same proe-dure, as desribed above, was used to determine the (x; y) position of thebeam axis. 3. Analysis proedureThe most ommonly used method of the analysis of azimuthal aniso-tropies is based on the Fourier expansion of the distribution of the partileazimuthal angle, 'Ed3Ndp3 = 12� d2NpTdpTdy "1 + 1Xn=1 2vn os[n('�  R)℄# ; (1)where  R is the azimuthal angle of the reation plane, de�ned by the im-pat parameter and the beam axis. The �rst term in the square braketsrepresents the isotropi radial �ow. The Fourier oe�ients, vn, measurethe anisotropy of the distribution. The �rst oe�ient, v1 = hos(' �  R)iis alled direted �ow, the seond one, v2 = hos[2(' �  R)℄i is referred toas the ellipti �ow. In this analysis the �ow oe�ients, integrated overthe partile transverse momenta, are studied in the projetile fragmentationregion.



1952 A. D¡browska et al.From Eq. (1) it is evident that the most ruial part of any �ow study isthe ability to measure the reation plane on an event-by-event basis. In thisanalysis, we follow the proedure proposed by Poskanzer and Voloshin [19℄,whih uses the anisotropi �ow itself to determine the event plane angle asthe experimental estimate of the reation plane angle. For every event, both�rst harmoni  1, and seond harmoni  2, were determined by n = 1n tan�1�Pwi('i) sin(n'i)Pwi('i) os(n'i)� ; (2)where n = 1; 2, the sums go over all partiles ontained in the projetile frag-mentation region (� � �frag) and 'i is the measured (laboratory) azimuthalangle of the i-th partile. Weights, wi, were used to remove the orrelationsdue to the aeptane e�ets and/or other measurement related biases. Forthis analysis we use weights determined for eah ' bin as the inverse of theharged weighted ontent of the i-th bin summed over all events. It shouldbe noted that our results are not very sensitive to the partiular hoie ofweights (even with setting all wi to 1), whih is understandable sine themeasured dN=d' distributions are pratially uniform. However, with thisweighting, the event plane azimuthal angle distributions were �at withinthe statistis. For illustration see Fig. 1(a) and (b) where event plane angledistributions are shown for the semi-inlusive sample of Pb+Pb ollisions.

Fig. 1. Distributions of the �rst  1 (a) and seond  2 (b) harmoni of the eventplane angle for Pb+Pb ollisions at 158AGeV. Lines show the 0-th order polyno-mial �ts to the data.



Azimuthal Anisotropies in Nulear Fragmentation 1953The experimental approximation of the true reation plane angle by themeasured event plane angles Eq. (2) su�ers from the limited resolution due tothe the �nite number of deteted partiles [19,20℄. Therefore, the resolutionorretions, rn, should be applied. They an be obtained from the orrelationbetween event plane angles determined for the two equal multipliity sub-events rn =q2hos[n( an �  bn)℄i ; (3)where  an and  bn denote the event plane angles alulated from Eq. (2) forthe two sub-events: a and b. A fator of 2 under the square root aountsfor the di�erene between event and sub-event multipliities. The sub-eventshave been hosen by randomly dividing all (harge weighted) partiles on-tained in the fragmentation region into two independent sets of partiles.The determined resolution orretion fators are lose to unity, indiatingthat the sub-events are strongly orrelated. This is not surprising in thestudy inluding multiply harged fragments, sine the presene of a singleheavy projetile fragment is su�ient to preisely determine the reationplane.As a �nal step, the �ow oe�ients are alulated as v1=hos('� 1)i=r1and v2=hos[2('� 2)℄i=r2, where the brakets h i denote averaging over allevents, and bars refer to the averaging over all partiles in a given event.The event quantities were obtained as harge weighted averages. In orderto remove the auto-orrelation e�et, eah partile in a given event wasorrelated with the event plane angle determined from all the other partiles.4. Results for semi-inlusive ollisionsThe �ow oe�ients, vn, were measured separately for the following par-tile types: singly harged fragments (Z = 1), helium fragments (Z = 2),light fragments (3 � Z � 6), medium-size fragments (7 � Z � 29) andheavy fragments (Z � 30). In addition, the �ow oe�ients were also alu-lated for �pions�, i.e. singly harged partiles emitted in the pseudo-rapidityregion �frag � 1 � � < �frag. Table I lists v1 values for di�erent partilesfor Pb+Pb and Pb+PL ollisions at 158AGeV. For omparison the resultsobtained from the analysis of Au+EM ollisions at 10.6AGeV were alsoinluded.The orresponding v2 oe�ients are quoted in Table II. It an be seenthat for pions the both �ow oe�ients are very small. This indiates thatthese partiles show a �ow e�ets smaller than about 1% whih is the limit ofour sensitivity, mainly due to the low event statistis. The e�ets observedfor fragmentation produts are disussed below.



1954 A. D¡browska et al. TABLE IDireted �ow oe�ients, v1, alulated for di�erent partile speies for semi-inlusive Pb+Pb and Pb+PL ollisions at 158AGeV, and Au+EM ollisions at10.6AGeV. Partile Pb+Pb Pb+PL Au+EM158AGeV 158AGeV 10.6AGeVSpetators 0:012� 0:011 0:006� 0:008 0:024� 0:008Z = 1Helium 0:036� 0:019 0:026� 0:014 0:035� 0:011Z = 2Fragments �:245� 0:040 �:257� 0:033 �:165� 0:0243 � Z � 6Fragments 0:029� 0:046 �:027� 0:042 0:182� 0:0286 � Z � 29Fragments 0:553� 0:051 0:614� 0:033 0:589� 0:027Z � 30Fragments 0:305� 0:023 0:335� 0:019 0:335� 0:014Z � 3Pions 0:014� 0:011 0:006� 0:010 0:032� 0:008Z = 1 TABLE IIEllipti �ow oe�ients, v2, alulated for di�erent partile speies for semi-inlusive Pb+Pb and Pb+PL ollisions at 158AGeV, and Au+EM ollisions at10.6AGeV. Partile Pb+Pb Pb+PL Au+EM158AGeV 158AGeV 10.6AGeVSpetators 0:012� 0:009 �:009� 0:006 0:004� 0:007Z = 1Helium 0:052� 0:018 0:037� 0:014 0:083� 0:011Z = 2Fragments 0:334� 0:036 0:322� 0:028 0:314� 0:0203 � Z � 6Fragments 0:621� 0:030 0:593� 0:025 0:585� 0:0176 � Z � 29Fragments 0:736� 0:034 0:664� 0:025 0:651� 0:019Z � 30Fragments 0:579� 0:024 0:544� 0:018 0:519� 0:013Z � 3Pions 0:009� 0:010 0:017� 0:010 �:008� 0:007Z = 1



Azimuthal Anisotropies in Nulear Fragmentation 1955The experimental azimuthal angle distributions measured with respetto the event plane angle  1 ( 2) are shown in Fig. 2 (Fig. 3) for Z = 1,Z = 2, and 3 � Z � 6 fragments for the three analyzed data samples. Itan be seen from Fig. 2 that for singly harged spetators the e�et of thedireted �ow is negligible. It starts to build up for helium fragments, wherea small indiation of the positive direted �ow an be seen, leading to theslight exess in the yield of partiles at '�  1 = 0; 2�.

Fig. 2. Azimuthal angle distributions with respet to the event plane angle  1 forfragments with Z = 1 (left panel), Z = 2 (middle panel) and Z = 3 � 6 (rightpanel). Top, middle and bottom panels orrespond to the di�erent data samplesas indiated on the right side of the �gure. The distributions have been normalizedto an average value per bin of one.



1956 A. D¡browska et al.Interestingly, for light fragments (3 � Z � 6) this tendeny is reversed,and the anti-�ow e�et (preferential emission at �) is learly seen. As anbe seen from Table I, the still heavier fragments again exhibit the positivedireted �ow. This anti-�ow signal observed for light fragments an be due toanti-orrelations indued by the momentum onservation. Indeed, in about85% of events with light fragments there is an aompanying signi�antlyheavier fragment.The azimuthal angle distributions measured with respet to  2 (see Fig. 3)show a negligible asymmetry for singly harged fragments. For helium frag-ments the in-plane emission (v2 > 0) starts to show up, and for still heavierfragments the in-plane partile emission is very learly seen. The positivev2 values mean that the ellipse is aligned with the reation plane.

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for azimuthal angle distributions measured withrespet to the seond harmoni of the event plane angle,  2.



Azimuthal Anisotropies in Nulear Fragmentation 1957The dependene of the �ow oe�ients on the fragment harge is shownin Fig. 4. One an see that both v1and v2 oe�ients weakly depend on theollision system. This observation of the similar �ow patterns for fragmentsemitted from the exited projetile nuleus in di�erent ollision systems,suggests the ommon underlying mehanism responsible for the fragmentemission. The observed direted and ellipti �ow e�ets are negligible forZ � 2 fragments. For all data samples, the light fragments show systemat-ially the anti-�ow e�et in v1. The ellipti �ow signal inreases with theharge of the fragments, and the heaviest fragments show the onsiderablein-plane anisotropy of the order of 70%.
v1 v2

Fig. 4. Direted (v1) and ellipti (v2) �ow oe�ients as a funtion of the hargeof the fragment for Pb+Pb (full irles), Pb+PL (open irles) and Au+EM(triangles) semi-inlusive ollisions.5. Flow analysis for nulear multifragmentationWe have also performed the Fourier analysis of the azimuthal angle dis-tributions of fragments emitted in the proess of nulear multifragmentation.This proess is haraterized by the emission of at least three relatively lightfragments (Z � 30) and has been intensively studied due to its possible as-soiation with the liquid�gas phase transition. The detail desription of theseletion of multifragmentation events an be found in [21℄. In [21℄ we haveshown that the properties of multifragmentation events, suh as multipliityand harge distributions of fragments, do not depend on the mass of thetarget nuleus for Pb interations at 158AGeV, and also do not di�er fromthose measured for multifragmentation of gold nulei in Au+EM ollisionsat 10.6AGeV. It is interesting to see whether the same universality is ob-served in a more detailed study of the azimuthal anisotropies. So, the sameanalysis proedure was applied to the seleted multifragmentation events.In Fig. 5 the dependene of the �ow oe�ients on the fragment harge isshown for the three data sets. For multifragmentation of Pb projetile in



1958 A. D¡browska et al.
v1 v1

Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for the samples of seleted multifragmentationevents.Pb+Pb ollisions the direted �ow e�et is very small, even for the heav-iest analyzed fragments. For these heaviest fragments, the stronger signalis observed for Pb+PL and Au+EM data samples. The ellipti �ow signalinreases with the fragment harge and shows a very weak dependene onthe projetile energy. The omparison to the results obtained from the studyof semi-inlusive data samples is shown in Fig. 6. For Pb(158AGeV)+Pb
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the direted (v1) and ellipti (v2) �ow oe�ients measuredin semi-inlusive (full irles) and multifragmentation (open irles) events. Fromtop to bottom, the results for di�erent ollision systems are shown as indiated onthe right side of the �gure.



Azimuthal Anisotropies in Nulear Fragmentation 1959and Au(10.6AGeV)+EM ollisions the ellipti �ow e�ets are systemati-ally weaker in multifragmentation as ompared to semi-inlusive data sets.This observation is not so evident for the Pb(158AGeV)+PL ollisions.6. Summary and onlusionsWe have presented the data on azimuthal anisotropies in the fragmentemission from the exited projetile nulei in Pb+Pb and Pb+PL ollisionsat 158AGeV and for Au ollisions with the emulsion target at 10.6AGeV.The analysis has been performed for semi-inlusive data sets as well as forseleted multifragmentation events.It should be noted that eletroni experiments have no sensitivity to per-form the �ow measurements at the very small forward angles. The only highenergy data on azimuthal anisotropies in the emission of projetile fragmentswere shown in [22, 23℄, where strong �ow e�ets in nulear fragmentationwere reported. The diret omparison to the results presented in [22, 23℄ isnot possible sine they were based on the di�erent event seletions and thedi�erent analysis method.The main advantage of the analysis of �ow e�ets for nulear fragmentsis that the measurements of emission angles and harges of multiply hargedfragments ensure a rather preise experimental determination of the reationplane. This high auray is of vital importane for the analysis relied onthe Fourier deomposition of the azimuthal angle distributions.A strong direted �ow signal is observed in the emission of heaviestfragments in semi-inlusive data samples. This signal was found to be inde-pendent of the mass of the target nuleus and the energy of the fragmentingprojetile. For very light fragments we observe a direted anti-�ow e�etprobably due to the momentum onservation. The ellipti �ow signal in-reases with inreasing harge of the fragment, reahing the value of about70% for the heaviest fragments. The observed ellipti �ow patterns are in-dependent of the size of the system and primary energy. For all multiplyharged fragments the in-plane ellipti �ow is measured, indiating that atthese high energies the �ow of the spetator matter should not prohibit anin-plane �ow of the produed partiles. In fat the results on the ellipti �owof produed partiles are onsistent with the positive (v2 > 0) �ow signal inultra-relativisti nulear ollisions.Similar e�ets were observed for the seleted multifragmentation events,although the magnitude of the ellipti �ow is systematially smaller as om-pared to the semi-inlusive ollisions. The presented results show evidenefor a universal pattern of the fragment emission in fragmentation proessesat ultra-relativisti energies.
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